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people are dying… a malevolent power is attacking london’s bright young things, and
the only clue to what's happening is written in ancient egyptian script. as ghost-hunter
simon feximal and his companion robert caldwell investigate the mysterious deaths, the
arrival in london of a notorious scholar-sorcerer seems to hold the answer to more than
london, 1899. the beautiful people are dying… a malevolent power is attacking london’s
bright young things, and the only clue to what's happening is written in ancient egyptian
script. as ghost-hunter simon feximal and his companion robert caldwell investigate the

mysterious deaths, the arrival in london of a notorious scholar-sorcerer seems to hold
the answer to more than one of their problems. a quiet break in london while en route to
egypt turns dramatic for dr percival endicott whyborne and his lover griffin flaherty
when they encounter the hostile ghost-hunter. feximal clearly suspects the worst of
whyborne – and his flirtatious sidekick seems to think a great deal too well of griffin...
jordan l hawk’s heroes whyborne and griffin meet kj charles’ occult detectives from the
secret casebook of simon feximal in a mystery that takes all four lovers through the
decadent underworld of victorian london in pursuit of an ancient and deadly evil. .more
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JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY/NEW MUTANTS: EXILED (EL PODEROSO
THOR: VIAJE AL MISTERIO #3)
the new mutants crash headlong into the pages of journey into mystery when a
forgotten hero returns! he's mightier than thor himself, but will the truth behind
his exile consume them all? gods are made mortal, with mutants their only hope
for survival! undead cannibals are on the loose, and san francisco turned inside
out by forbidden magic! a thrilling mythological myster the new mutants crash
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headlong into the pages of journey into mystery when a forgotten hero returns!
he's mightier than thor himself, but will the truth behind his exile consume them
all? gods are made mortal, with mutants their only hope for survival! undead
cannibals are on the loose, and san francisco turned inside out by forbidden
magic! a thrilling mythological mystery adventure in the mighty marvel manner!
collecting exiled #1, new mutants #42-43 & journey into mystery #637-638.
...more

A HAUNTING AT HENSLEY HALL (RAVYNNE SISTERS
PARANORMAL MYSTERY/ROMANCE #1)
book one - pragmatic charlie ravynne never imagined she would find herself
falling in love with a house of all things, let alone the deserted, dilapidated
victorian mansion she found on the internet. her sister, meg, on the other hand,
was not nearly as enamored. in fact, she seriously doubted her sister's sanity,
when she suggested they enter the contest that offered hens book one - pragmatic
charlie ravynne never imagined she would find herself falling in love with a house
of all things, let alone the deserted, dilapidated victorian mansion she found on the
internet. her sister, meg, on the other hand, was not nearly as enamored. in fact,
she seriously doubted her sister's sanity, when she suggested they enter the contest
that offered hensley hall as the prize. but meg's curiosity was piqued when she
learned the previous owners had died in the old mansion. as a self- styled "ghost
magnet" whose interest in the paranormal dated back to her childhood, she
Readable/Downloadable
became more and more intrigued with the notion that hensleyhall was haunted. if
they won the contest, she could have her very own ghosts! though, admittedly, she
wasn't all that sure what she'd do with them! soon the contest had hooked them
both, though neither really believed they had any chance of winning. they had
never won anything in their entire lives (except in grade school when they'd won
first prize for the most unusual halloween costume due to a freak accident neither
ever wanted to mention again!)and so, they were both amazed when a registered
letter brought the good news. they were now the new owners of hensley hall and
its occupants. arriving at their new home, they were horrified by the monstrous
mansion that seemed to be waiting for them with malevolent intent. imprinted by
old tragedies...hates.forbidden loves, and a bloated evil that fed on fear, the
derelict mansion they had hoped would be their dream house some day, quickly,
turned into their worst nightmare as, bit by bit, they uncovered the dark history
surrounding its past. .more
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THE WOMAN IN WHITE: A MYSTERY/DETECTIVE THRILLER
CLASSIC BY WILKIE COLLINS!
the woman in white is widely regarded as the first in the genre of 'sensation
novels'. it follows the story of two sisters living in victorian england with their
selfish, uninterested uncle as their guardian. marian halcombe is the elder of the
two sisters, and a remarkably ugly woman, but with courage, strength and
resourcefulness in abundance. the younger, her beautiful the woman in white is
widely regarded as the first in the genre of 'sensation novels'. it follows the story
of two sisters living in victorian england with their selfish, uninterested uncle as
their guardian. marian halcombe is the elder of the two sisters, and a remarkably
ugly woman, but with courage, strength and resourcefulness in abundance. the
younger, her beautiful half-sister laura fairlie, is engaged to a rich man by the
name of sir percival glyde. ...more
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SUMMERHILL SECRETS, VOLUME 1: WHISPERS DOWN THE
LANE/SECRET IN THE WILLOWS/CATCH A FALLING STAR/NIGHT
OF THE FIREFLIES/A CRY IN THE DARK (SUMMERHILL SECRETS)
set in rural pennsylvania's amish country, summerhill secrets follows the true-tolife struggles and heartfelt triumphs of fourteen-year-old merry hanson. preteen
girls will come to love, laugh, and cry with the impulsive merry as she encounters
intriguing mysteries while also struggling to be the best she can be in god's eyes.
volume one includes the original titles whis set in rural pennsylvania's amish
country, summerhill secrets follows the true-to-life struggles and heartfelt
triumphs of fourteen-year-old merry hanson. preteen girls will come to love,
laugh, and cry with the impulsive merry as she encounters intriguing mysteries
while also struggling to be the best she can be in god's eyes. volume one includes
the original titles whispers down the lane, secret in the willows, catch a falling
star, night of the fireflies, and a cry in the dark. ...more
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TRUST: THE REAL THING\SECRET OF THE STONE
they were complete strangers searching for the same thing-- solitude. but thanks to
a matchmaking friend, deirdre joyce and neil hersey found themselves stranded on
an island off the coast of maine. forced to coexist, they discovered there was no
escaping the inevitable--irresistible attraction. the idea of living alone again was
unimaginable, and so a marriage of "conveni they were complete strangers
searching for the same thing-- solitude. but thanks to a matchmaking friend,
deirdre joyce and neil hersey found themselves stranded on an island off the coast
of maine. forced to coexist, they discovered there was no escaping the inevitable-irresistible attraction. the idea of living alone again was unimaginable, and so a
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marriage of "convenience" seemed like the perfect solution--he would run her
family's company and she would pursue her career. but could their feelings
survive the forces of the outside world?paige mattheson is reputed to be as
beautiful as the alabaster sculptures she creates--and just as cold. an intensely
private person, she is perfectly happy living by herself, until jesse dallas walks
into her life. paige's fierce desire for jesse both exhilarates and terrifies her. and
after spending six glorious weeks with him at her isolated beachfront home, she is
a woman passionately in love. but can she trust this loner not to walk out of her
life as easily as he has entered it? ...more

MINECRAFT: ZOMBIE [AN UNOFFICIAL MINECRAFT BOOK] (MINECRAFT
STORIES, MINECRAFT BOOK, MINECRAFT SECRET, ZOMBIE VILLAGER, ZOMBIE
OF MINECRAFT , MINECRAFT (MINECRAFT ZOMBIE DIARY COLLECTION BOOK 2)
enter the life of a minecraft zombie! check out the life of a crazy or confused minecraft zombie. he is
ruthless in the pursuit of his cause. but what is his cause? and is it a worthy one? or is it just plain
silly? read this book today and find out. this title was formerly named "zealot zombie" and was under
a different author name. disclaimer: this book is a work of fan enter the life of a minecraft zombie!
check out the life of a crazy or confused minecraft zombie. he is ruthless in the pursuit of his cause.
Readable/Downloadable
but what is his cause? and is it a worthy one? or is it just plain silly? read this book today and find
out. this title was formerly named "zealot zombie" and was under a different author name. disclaimer:
this book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official minecraft book. it is not endorsed, authorized,
licensed, sponsored, or supported by mojang ab, microsoft corp. or any other entity owning or
controlling rights to the minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. minecraft ®/tm & © 2009-2015
mojang / notch / microsoft read this minecraft diary free with kindle unlimited or prime membership
read it on your kindle, pc, mac, tablet or even your smartphone! get your free copy today with kindle
unlimited or prime membership ...more
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MAGIC TREE HOUSE: #1-4 [EBOOK COLLECTION: MYSTERY OF
THE TREE HOUSE] (MAGIC TREE HOUSE #1-4)
the adventures that started it all! newly bound together, the first four books of the
fan-favorite chapter-book series are the perfect introduction to the new york times
bestselling magic tree house series. parents, teachers, and librarians hail the series
as a tool to promote reading, as even the most reluctant readers want to know
where the magic tree house will take the the adventures that started it all! newly
bound together, the first four books of the fan-favorite chapter-book series are the
perfect introduction to the new york times bestselling magic tree house series.
parents, teachers, and librarians hail the series as a tool to promote reading, as
even the most reluctant readers want to know where the magic tree house will take Readable/Downloadable
the brother-and-sister team next. the story begins with dinosaurs before dark,
when jack and annie discover a mysterious tree house filled with books and a trip
back to the time of the dinosaurs follows. in the knight at dawn, jack and annie are
in the great hall of a castle; a feast is under way, but they aren't exactly welcome
guests. when the tree house whisks them back to ancient egypt in mummies in the
morning, jack and annie must help a long-dead queen solve a puzzle. and in
pirates past noon, jack and annie find a secret map that leads to buried treasure
and ruthless pirates! mary pope osborne brings together just the right combination
of history, magic, and fast-paced adventure to satisfy kids, parents, teachers, and
librarians all over the world with her new york times bestselling series. ...more

FADEOUT: A DAVE BRANDSTETTER MYSTERY (DAVE
BRANDSTETTER MYSTERIES (DAVE BRANDSTETTER #1)
fadeout is the first of joseph hansen's twelve classic mysteries featuring rugged
dave brandstetter, an insurance investigator who is contentedly gay. when
entertainer fox olson's car plunges off a bridge in a storm, a death claim is filed,
but where is olson's body? as brandstetter questions family, fans, and detractors,
he grows certain olson is still alive and that dave fadeout is the first of joseph
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hansen's twelve classic mysteries featuring rugged dave brandstetter, an insurance
investigator who is contentedly gay. when entertainer fox olson's car plunges off a
bridge in a storm, a death claim is filed, but where is olson's body? as brandstetter
questions family, fans, and detractors, he grows certain olson is still alive and that
dave must find him before the would-be killer does. suspenseful and wry, shrewd
and deeply felt, fadeout remains as fresh today as when it startled readers more
than thirty years ago. ...more

SLEEPING DOG: A SERENDIPITY DAHLQUIST &AMP; LEO
BLOODWORTH MYSTERY (LEO BLOODWORTH AND SERENDIPITY
DAHLQUIST #1)
first holmes and watson, then nero and archie, now leo and serendipity--two
detectives, two narrative voices, twice as much sleuthing and double the fun. first,
imagine katherine hepburn at fourteen. next, in your mind's eye, replay humphrey
bogart, at his middle-aged best, as sam spade. now picture this oddest of couples
as the newest duo in detective fiction and you'll ha first holmes and watson, then
nero and archie, now leo and serendipity--two detectives, two narrative voices,
twice as much sleuthing and double the fun. first, imagine katherine hepburn at
fourteen. next, in your mind's eye, replay humphrey bogart, at his middle-aged
best, as sam spade. now picture this oddest of couples as the newest duo in
detective fiction and you'll have a perfect portrait of the memorable leads in
sleeping dog." --los angeles times book review originally published in 1985 by
arbor house 0-87795-738-x and by warner in pbk. 0-446-32661-5, sleeping dog
won the nero wolfe award and was nominated for the edgar, the shamus, and the
anthony awards. in 1999, the independent mystery booksellers's association
named it one of their 100 favorite mysteries of the century. poisoned pen press
will republish the sequel, laughing dog, later this year. ...more
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SEE DELPHI AND DIE: A MARCUS DIDIUS FALCO MYSTERY (MARCUS DIDIUS FALCO #17)
with safe seas, good roads, and provinces rich in heritage sites, marcus didius falco’s fellow countrymen have become
voracious tourists. greece, home of the ancient olympic games, is a favorite destination for seven sights trave, a seedy
company which provides escorted tours for wealthy travelers. when falco and helena hear that a young girl and a
newlywed woman, both rom with safe seas, good roads, and provinces rich in heritage sites, marcus didius falco’s fellow
Readable/Downloadable
countrymen have become voracious tourists. greece, home of the ancient olympic games, is a favorite destination for
seven sights trave, a seedy company which provides escorted tours for wealthy travelers. when falco and helena hear that a
young girl and a newlywed woman, both roman visitors, have been murdered at olympia, they both step in to investigate.
...more
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POOH SOLVES A MYSTERY: POOH SLIDE AND PEEK [WITH SLIDE
AND PEEK]
a fun new format for pooh see what's hidden in the hundred acre wood these
unique board books have secret panels that slide out when children pull on the
books' handles. so young sleuths can help winnie-the-pooh find eeyore's missing
tail in pooh solves a mystery and join the search for tigger's favorite food in tigger
has breakfast. the format is a perfect way of revealin a fun new format for pooh
see what's hidden in the hundred acre wood these unique board books have secret
panels that slide out when children pull on the books' handles. so young sleuths
can help winnie-the-pooh find eeyore's missing tail in pooh solves a mystery and
join the search for tigger's favorite food in tigger has breakfast. the format is a
perfect way of revealing the many pleasing surprises in these classic tales. and the
handles make it easy for little ones to carry pooh bear and friends with them on
their own searches, hunts, and expotitions. ...more
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CALAMITY JAYNE (CALAMITY JAYNE MYSTERY #1)
tressa jayne turner has had it up to here with the never-ending string of dumbblonde jokes and her longtime nickname. crowned "calamity jayne" by iowa
department of natural resources officer rick townsend, tressa's out to gain a little
hometown respect --or die trying. unfortunately for tressa, that may be the case.
she's just been handed the perfect opportunity to get "r tressa jayne turner has had
it up to here with the never-ending string of dumb-blonde jokes and her longtime
nickname. crowned "calamity jayne" by iowa department of natural resources
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officer rick townsend, tressa's out to gain a little hometown respect --or die trying.
unfortunately for tressa, that may be the case. she's just been handed the perfect
opportunity to get "ranger rick," the doubting don juan of the dnr, and a skeptical
citizenry to finally take her seriously. how? by solving a murder no one else
believes happened...no one, that is, except the killer. yup, calamity jayne is in it up
to her hot pink snakeskin cowgirl boots and matching rhinestone belt. tressa
would tell you her momma never raised no dummies, but the jury's still out on
that one. .more

AUNT DIMITY AND THE NEXT OF KIN (AN AUNT DIMITY MYSTERY
#10)
the next page-turning installment in the phantom-detective mystery series that has
won the hearts of cozy mystery fans everywhere feeling a touch world-weary, lori
shepherd decides to become a volunteer at the radcliffe infirmary, where she can
spread a little good cheer. there she meets elizabeth beacham, a kind, retired legal
secretary with no family, except a brother w the next page-turning installment in
the phantom-detective mystery series that has won the hearts of cozy mystery fans
everywhere feeling a touch world-weary, lori shepherd decides to become a
volunteer at the radcliffe infirmary, where she can spread a little good cheer. there
she meets elizabeth beacham, a kind, retired legal secretary with no family, except Readable/Downloadable
a brother who has mysteriously disappeared. but after only a few visits, miss
beacham suddenly passes away, leaving lori to tie up the loose ends of her late
friend's life. lori soon discovers that hidden among miss beacham's belongings are
clues that lori believes her friend left for her to discover. armed with the generous
help of a handsome neighbor and, as always, aunt dimity's supernatural skills, lori
begins to unearth miss beacham's secrets and, ultimately, the surprising truth
about her next of kin. ?atherton's series is for those who like the puzzle of a
mystery minus the corpsesput on the teakettle and enjoy.? ?"rocky mountain
news" ?a charming mystery, filled with warmth and affection.? ?"deadly
pleasures" ...more

MARVEL COMICS #1 (MARVEL MYSTERY COMICS #1)
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PAWS &AMP; CLAWS: A THREE DOG MYSTERY (PAWS &AMP;
CLAWS #1)
chula vista, california is a city infested with outlaw gangs. not a segment of the
town escapes their touch, whether nouveau riche eastlake, working class castle
park or socially blighted otay. no matter where you go in chula vista there is either
a pack of dogs or clowder of cats demanding tribute...or else. while the k9 officers
of the chula vista police department try t chula vista, california is a city infested
with outlaw gangs. not a segment of the town escapes their touch, whether
nouveau riche eastlake, working class castle park or socially blighted otay. no
matter where you go in chula vista there is either a pack of dogs or clowder of cats
demanding tribute.or else. while the k9 officers of the chula vista police
Readable/Downloadable
department try their best, they cannot be everywhere at once. only in one small
neighborhood do law-abiding pets have someone to stand up for them, to fight
back against a tide of lawlessness. from fourth avenue west to broadway, from g
street north to e street, the operatives of the three dog detective agency do their
dogged best to keep the evil cats of feral gang in their place, to promote a sense of
lawfulness and goodwill, and to sometimes save the world. when the felonious
felines of the feral gang try to sink their claws into the innocent and gentle, their
heinous actions do not go unanswered. the neighborhood animals, both domestic
and wild, know they can turn to levi, sunny and yoda for help. this is the story of
the three dog detective agency's final battle with the feral gang, a story of action,
of mystery, of redemption.a story of paws & claws. .more

AUNT DIMITY DOWN UNDER (AN AUNT DIMITY MYSTERY #15)
the original supernatural sleuth is back in the latest cozy aunt dimity mystery a
shock wave rocks lori shepherd's world when she hears that her beloved
neighbors, ruth and louise pym, may be dying. bracing herself for a final farewell,
lori instead receives a request from the eccentric sisters: find their long-lost
brother before it's too late. aubrey pym is a wicked sc the original supernatural
sleuth is back in the latest cozy aunt dimity mystery a shock wave rocks lori
shepherd's world when she hears that her beloved neighbors, ruth and louise pym,
may be dying. bracing herself for a final farewell, lori instead receives a request
from the eccentric sisters: find their long-lost brother before it's too late. aubrey
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pym is a wicked scoundrel who was banished from his family long ago; and much
to lori's surprise, she must travel all the way to new zealand to find him. in
granting her dear friends' dying wish, lori sets out on a journey full of surprises.
and with the help of a charming kiwi and the otherworldly guidance of aunt
dimity, lori goes down under to search for the mysterious aubrey, unraveling a
web of secrets that has haunted the pym family for generations. nancy atherton
and her aunt dimity series have a dedicated fan base that eagerly awaits each new
installment. with its exotic setting, endearing characters, and paranormal storyline,
aunt dimity down under is sure to be a hit with loyal readers and new fans who are
just discovering aunt dimity. ...more

EXOTIC NIGHTS: THE VIRGIN'S SECRET/THE DEVIL'S
HEART/PLEASURED IN THE PLAYBOY'S PENTHOUSE
the virgin's secret by abby green new yorker leo parnassus has returned to athens to
head the family empire. there, a beautiful girl catches leo's eye. she may be a lowly
waitress, but angel has her secrets. and leo won't be pleased to discover that she's the
daughter of his adversary - or that, in nine months, another secret will arrive... the
devil's heart by lynn raye har the virgin's secret by abby green new yorker leo
parnassus has returned to athens to head the family empire. there, a beautiful girl
catches leo's eye. she may be a lowly waitress, but angel has her secrets. and leo won't
be pleased to discover that she's the daughter of his adversary - or that, in nine
months, another secret will arrive. the devil's heart by lynn raye harris francesca d'oro
Readable/Downloadable
was just eighteen when sexy marcos navarre swept her up the aisle.then fled. he might
have given francesca a jewel for her finger, but he also stole another: the devil's heart,
a dazzling yellow diamond he believed belonged to his family. years later, francesca
is determined to reclaim the precious gem. but she's forgotten that marcos lives up to
the treasure's name - and dealing with the devil is always dangerous. pleasured in the
playboy's penthouse by natalie anderson bella has always felt like the ugly duckling
in her family, but after one night with super-sexy owen hughes she feels like a
beautiful swan. until she realises he isn't the ordinary guy she thought. his multimillionaire status daunts this struggling waitress. but owen won't let bella shrink back
into her shell. two weeks of pleasure in his penthouse and he'll have her begging for
more. .more
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BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU - SECRET UNREQUITED
LOVE (BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU #2)
takuma and mayu's story began when they were only 8 years old. during his
childhood, takuma was constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon
became friends with mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by
day they grew closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he
made a promise to mayu that he couldn't keep... their story u takuma and mayu's
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story began when they were only 8 years old. during his childhood, takuma was
constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon became friends with
mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by day they grew
closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he made a promise to
mayu that he couldn't keep. their story unfolds as they grow older and their bond
gets stronger .more

BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU - SECRET UNREQUITED
LOVE (BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU #1)
takuma and mayu's story began when they were only 8 years old. during his
childhood, takuma was constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon
became friends with mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by
day they grew closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he
made a promise to mayu that he couldn't keep... their story u takuma and mayu's
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story began when they were only 8 years old. during his childhood, takuma was
constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon became friends with
mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by day they grew
closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he made a promise
to mayu that he couldn't keep. their story unfolds as they grow older and their
bond gets stronger. .more

BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU - SECRET UNREQUITED
LOVE (BOKU NO HATSUKOI WO KIMI NI SASAGU #4)
takuma and mayu's story began when they were only 8 years old. during his
childhood, takuma was constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon
became friends with mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by
day they grew closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he
made a promise to mayu that he couldn't keep... their story u takuma and mayu's
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story began when they were only 8 years old. during his childhood, takuma was
constantly hospitalised due to his heart condition. he soon became friends with
mayu, the daughter of the doctor in charge of his case. day by day they grew
closer and closer. however, the summer when takuma was 8, he made a promise
to mayu that he couldn't keep. their story unfolds as they grow older and their
bond gets stronger. .more
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